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LTI tools for increasing student engagement
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Our workflow

Get regular input from users and stakeholders before and during product creation to allow for a better end product with higher user satisfaction.
Design Hack

Divergent thinking: Get as many ideas as possible and understand what users and stakeholders expect.
Storyboards & Rapid Prototyping
Analyse

Convergent thinking: Select and realize the best solutions.
Paper Prototypes

ADD INSPIRATION FROM URL

WHAT DO YOU WANT TO ADD?
- ITEMS FROM WEBSITE
- URL AS BOOKMARK

CANCEL NEXT

ENTER URL

DETAIL PAGE FOR 'FROM...'

COURSE
- TITLE
  < BACK TO INSPIRATION
  TITLE uploaded by JO...
Visual Design & Development
Usability Testing

Get feedback from real users and iterate.
Collabosphere

LTI tools for increasing student engagement

Asset Library  Whiteboards  Engagement Index
The tools

Asset Library
Increase student engagement

Whiteboards
Re-mix student engagement

Engagement Index
Track student engagement
Asset Library Allows students to see each other’s assignment submissions, and contribute inspiration to the course which they can also actively engage with, discuss, like etc.
Whiteboards Allows students to reuse and re-mix their own and other students’ inspiration from the Asset Library to explore new meaning and understanding.
Engagement Index Marries student engagement tracking and gamification by providing a leaderboard for student engagement in the course.
From the pilot course this Fall

“I have taken multiple online courses before, but this is by far the most effective one. I love the feature of hashtags for this class. It allows students to easily search for other related ideas and links everything together. Also, the idea of having a whiteboard, which allows students to collaborate together, is different from my other classes. Students usually just work individually and comment on each other’s work but rarely collaborate on an assignment in my other online classes.”

J. Yow, student